For CTOs at credit unions & banks

5 MOVES TO SUCCEED
IN THE WORKFORCE
TRANSFORMATION GAME
(And impress business leaders, too)
Employees are done with five days of commuting and cubicles. At Poly, we can help you empower your teams to be their
most productive—no matter where they work—and set up your organization to thrive in the new normal.
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Know your work
personas
Employees in call centers, branch staff, and
regional managers all have different needs.
How do they like to work? Who travels
frequently? What do they need to do their
job well? In today’s hybrid work environment,
things have changed. At Poly, we know what
employees need—and we’ll fill you in.

Conquer every platform
Employees are meeting customers where
they’re at—and they need to serve those
customers in ways that work seamlessly
across platforms. Poly offers a completely
flexible, omnichannel-compliant solution,
with end-to-end encryption.

Demonstrate ROI
Buying software and hardware alone doesn’t
deliver better outcomes. It’s about doing
it smarter: Investing in technology that’ll
reduce cost over time. Finding ways to help
teams be more productive while delivering
extraordinary customer experiences.
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Provide tools
for success
Transactions have moved outside of
branches. No matter where they’re working,
employees need audio and video devices
that let them maintain connections with
customers that are personal, and also
professional. That’s where Poly comes in,
with the latest, greatest headsets, phones,
and video bars that help teams sound
incredible and look even better.

Set up centralized
control
Gain superhuman visibility into workspaces
across your entire organization with Poly,
using cloud-based software that’ll scale with
you. Then manage your entire voice, video,
and headset estate at your fingertips. And
with Poly, you also get a support team that
frees up your IT.

SCORE!

Help teams look, hear,
and sound their best
Poly is the only full solution provider
that’s ecosystem agnostic and compatible
with any platform. We can partner with
you to create premium and harmonized
experiences for any workspace—unlocking
time savings by centralizing your monitoring
and troubleshooting, and providing
software updates.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE WITH POLY
View Poly financial services solutions
Contact Poly product experts
www.poly.com
1.888.248.4143
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